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 Something magical happens when we 

venture into the minds of those who 

consistently excel in a particular area 

of expertise. As we enter in, we have 

the opportunity to systematically model 

their patterns of excellence, by carefully 

unpacking their unique set of values,  

beliefs, methods and approaches.

In this three-part series, we’ll discover how some of the most 
successful advisors in North America consistently find qualified 
prospects and gather assets at an above-average rate.

What may be most striking is that “elite” advisors often do not 
engage in shocking, surprising, or even overly creative activities. 
In fact, what separates the most successful asset gatherers 
from the average…is their “mastery of the fundamentals!”

Through trial and error, this group has determined that their 
time and resources are precious, and that it’s essential to avoid 
wasting them on low-impact marketing activities. Rather, they 
choose to focus their efforts on just 2-3 high-impact prospecting 
tactics at all times. 

Elite advisors have synchronized their approaches with current 
trends and they understand that our marketplace has changed. 
They may have originally built their businesses through the 
traditional methods of cold-calling, print advertising, and large-
scale seminars. They recognize, however, that today’s game 
is won in the arenas of word-of-mouth marketing, face-to-face 
contact, and through personal introductions and referrals. 
The specific tactics employed may vary, but there are three 
methods that consistently top the list:

In Part Three of this series, we focus on “Capitalizing on 
Networking Opportunities.”
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can be learned fairly easily once we understand how  
rapport happens.

Rapport sometimes occurs naturally when two or more 
people find themselves easily relating, empathizing, or feeling 
in-synch with each other. But experienced networkers are 
able to supercharge the process by proactively employing  
the rapport-building strategies below.

1. Discover and highlight common interests

The idea that we can build rapport by focusing on common 
interests is far from rocket science, yet we often neglect 
the importance of being proactive in this regard. In order to 
create a deeper bond, take the time to search and select 
areas of common interest from your conversations and focus 
on those elements for a sustained period of time. A common 
interest could be any number of things – from movies and 
entertainment, to health and fitness, to your child’s education, 
or something more esoteric.

2. Identify with…and agree with…

It’s one thing to discover a list of common interests, but you 
can take your rapport-building to the next level by openly 
“identifying” with, and “agreeing” with, the other person in 
the communication. Naturally, you shouldn’t blindly agree with 
everything – especially with those things that are contrary 
to your values and beliefs – because that will only serve to 
quickly undermine your self-esteem. Rather, make liberal 
use of phrases like, “I completely agree” when you discover 
ideas, notions, or philosophical leanings that are clearly 
aligned with your own! 

3. Align your communication style

Not surprisingly, most of us are drawn to those we perceive 
as being “similar” to ourselves. And, more often than 
not, that similarity will quickly turn to familiarity. A master 
networker takes control of this fundamental phenomenon  
and mindfully employs the power of mirroring, matching, 
pacing and leading in their networking interactions. When 
performed properly, and with ultimate respect, these 
“techniques” are very powerful in creating rapid rapport.  
The concept is as follows…

Assume a similar body posture and the basic gesturing style 
of the other person in the communication. Your approach 
should be subtle and not mistaken as copying or mimicking. 
Raise or lower your tone of voice to more closely resemble 
the tone of your communication partner. You may further 
adjust your speed of speech to match theirs, while replaying 
some of their own key words back to them later on in 
the discussion. Align yourself with their general mood, 
or emotional state, as you begin to lead them to a more 
resourceful state, if desired.

Capitalizing on Networking 
Opportunities

Personal networking captures the very essence of selling. 
This is perhaps the most primal form of marketing, yet it 
remains one of the most powerful ways to connect with 
prospects and create long-term relationships.

The most successful advisors are consistently able to 
discover networking opportunities everywhere they go. They’ll 
typically join up with private clubs, professional associations, 
boards of trade, charities and foundations, or you’ll find them 
proactively organizing seminars and client events – with the 
express purpose of making personal connections.

The challenge that some advisors face, and the reason so 
many abandon their networking activities, is a failure to 
capitalize on the art and science of the networking dynamic. 
In contrast, the elite advisor understands that each and 
every component of their networking engagement demands 
precise execution. 

Let’s take a closer look at those components…

The First Impression

The initial impact we have at a networking function is 
absolutely critical. In fact, the latest research suggests that 
it takes just one-tenth of a second to form a lasting first 
impression about someone. And, once that impression has 
been formed, it’s virtually impossible to change! Needless 
to say, it’s nothing short of essential to “show up” in a 
way that clearly conveys a persona of confidence, warmth, 
professionalism and trustworthiness. Masterful networkers 
know the importance of mindfully gearing up for their events 
in advance, and then delivering the elements of a strong  
first impression. Given the split-second allotment of time 
we’re given, these elements will first be primarily visual,  
and include:

•	 Confident	posture	and	expressive	body	language

•	 Appropriate	attire	for	the	occasion

•	 Warm	smile	and	welcoming	facial	expressions

•	 	Perfect	handshake	(matching	firmness,	palm	up,		
eye	contact)

Once that positive first impression is delivered, we move  
to the next component of the networking dynamic.

Creating Rapid Rapport

The ability to create instant rapport with strangers is a gift 
that few people have. But, thankfully, it’s also a skill that  
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Once the networking function is over, there are several 
possible avenues to take. Ideally, your first layer of follow-
up should be with 24-48 hours of your event, so that any 
emotional connection remains alive and well. Your first 
point of contact may be a brief email, telephone call, or a 
handwritten note expressing gratitude, but should contain 
some kind of call-to-action. Consider inviting them to another 
upcoming event, meeting for coffee, or simply asking 
additional questions to encourage a personal response. 
Sometimes, just getting someone to respond one time  
can begin to install a new set of behaviours.

Develop a crystal clear definition of your target market and 
then identify creative ways to spend time with them. As we 
model the values, beliefs and approaches of North America’s 
top networkers, we discover that they typically operate with 
a single prime directive - seeking opportunities to offer a 
“second opinion.” It doesn’t need to be more complicated 
than that.

These simple techniques can be so powerful, that they 
can sometimes come under criticism for their ability 
to manipulate others. The reality, however, is that we 
all communicate with a broad spectrum of options and 
possibilities, and it’s frequently just our current mood 
(or environment) that dictates our particular style of 
communication in that moment. For example, we will  
typically communicate very differently with our childhood 
friend while attending a BBQ, than we do with our boss  
at work, or with the stranger we meet at a party… 
yet all of those “styles” are legitimate aspects of  
who we are. 

One of the highest compliments we can pay another  
person, is to be flexible enough to step into their model  
of the world, aligning ourselves with them in ways that  
help them be relaxed and comfortable enough to receive  
our message efficiently.  

Change Brain Chemistry

The idea of changing someone’s brain chemistry may sound 
somewhat ethereal, yet it’s something we do automatically 
every time we speak to another human being. The way we 
change brain chemistry is by the words we use in the context 
of our communication. Our words are very powerful, and 
they instantly create pictures in the mind of the listener, 
while simultaneously changing their emotional state. Our 
networking engagements provide the perfect opportunity  
to consciously orchestrate and direct our words to achieve 
a specific result. Elite networkers develop a natural ability to 
choose their words carefully, delete all negativity, and then 
deliver only those words that uplift, inspire and empower. 
When someone leaves a conversation bathed in positive 
feelings, they have a lasting impression and an openness  
to take the relationship further.    

Advancing the Relationship and Follow-up

The last critical piece of the networking equation comes 
in the form of advancing the relationship. Assuming your 
discussions justify it, be sure to ask for a business card or 
contact information so you can follow-up after the event. 


